
Every Friday we are going to do our own project based on our local area — North East          

England. 

Our aim is to find out as much as we can about our region and collate it all together in a    

notebook or file. There is no criteria at all but here are some suggestions of what you 

might like to include: 

 

 Information fact files about some of the North East’s famous landmarks—The Angel of 

The North, The Tyne Bridge, The Millennium Bridge, Bamburgh Castle or Durham           

Cathedral. For example did you know that Harry Potter was filmed at both Durham 

and Alnwick Castle? 

 Sketches, drawing and painting (or even a model) of one of our famous landmarks. 

 Fact files about famous people that come from this part of the world or have studied 

here  - for example you could look at one of the North East  industrial pioneers such as  

Sir Joseph Swan who invented the electric light bulb or George Stephenson who in-

vented the Rocket locomotive and founded the first passenger railway. Or you might 

want to write about a local celebrity or sportsman for example Cheryl Cole, Ant and 

Dec or Alan Shearer. It’s completely up to you! 

 A poster encouraging people to come to our region on holiday—think of all the         

wonderful beaches, countryside and cities we have for them to see. 

 A newspaper article recounting a famous historical event—such as the Blaydon Races 

or the Great Fire of Gateshead. 

 Perhaps you could write a poem or a song about the North East. 

 Create a North East flag. 

 Can you write about the region in French? 

 

ALL ABOUT  

North East England 

Year 4’s special project! 



At the end of this project you will be asked to create a PowerPoint or photo story of your 

work to share with the class. 

Please remember these activities are only ideas and no doubt you will have lots of different 

ones too! 

The project will be set over the next four weeks for you to work on. You should aim to have 

at least three or four pieces of work in your file but if you are building or creating         

something I will understand if you have less work after the four weeks. 


